
United Solutions of Ai

It is always
fun to meet a 
human.  



Why Saltlux

An AI company that provides all the combined intelligence

such as linguistic, visual and voice intelligence. 

Secures Asia’s largest knowledge base and data for machine learning. 

A company that has provided products and services to approximately 

1,500 global companies.

A technology innovation company that has invested over

20 billion KRW in AI, without running a deficit over the past 10 years. 

Has secured the largest number of patents (194 patents)

in the AI industry in Korea.

Asia’s largest knowledge base (15 billion), 1 million corpora

and dictionaries, and 20,000 hours of voice data.

Who is Saltlux

Saltlux, A technology-driven company solely focusing on the development of
AI and Big data for 20 years since its establishment.

Saltlux has been aiming to develop technologies for the future that promote mutual communication and 

cooperation between people and people, people and machines and machines and machines, with the corporate 

belief of “Help people all over the world freely communicate knowledge.” 

Communicating Knowledge

people and people people and machines machines and  machines
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Client CommentaryWhat we do

Saltlux has been centering on not only providing AI platform 
business such as AI-based customer service center and 
customer service exploiting ChatBot but also supplying
Big data platform aimed at unstructured analysis as well as 
Voice of Customers (VOC) analysis as its main businesses 
over the past 10 years. Saltlux’s main customers are large 
enterprises, such as Samsung Electronics, LG Electronics, and 
the Hyundai Motor Company, public institutions, the 
Ministry of the Interior and Safety, and the Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, and Transport, financial institutions, such as 
Woori Bank and NH Bank,as well as overseas businesses, 
such as ANA airline, and Mizuho Bank.

Recently, Saltlux has expanded its business into
AI OpenAPI service, data science SaaS service and cloud-
based subscription type service based on big data collection, 
recognition and analysis, and this business field are expected 
to grow by more than 100% every year.

IT Team Manager, HYUNDAI BNG STEEL

Saltlux was the most recommended company when people searched for a company that knew 

AI best and had actual experience in AI business execution.

HYUNDAI BNG STEEL has dramatically simplified the application process of benefits for field 

workers through the linkage between Saltlux Talkbot and Kakao messenger. Employees' 

satisfaction has significantly improved because they can handle main personnel tasks with 

their smartphones regardless of time and place.

Dongkyoo Park, Partner, PwC

PwC Consulting has recently met customer needs through various startup partnerships in line 

with the era of AI and the Fourth Industrial Revolution. In a variety of AI projects in collaboration 

with PwC, Saltlux has demonstrated exceptional performance. 

Saltlux's AI technologies, such as extracting document clauses, converting manual knowledge 

structures fitting to AI and streamlining customer operations through chatbots, etc., have 

become a valuable experience of how consulting firms should prepare for clients' future. 

PwC Consulting will successfully keep on driving customer digital innovation based on the 

high-level technologies of Saltlux and build up the AI market together.

“

“
“

“
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An Integration Platform which has experience in the 

only National-Scale Big Data Platform Case in Korea, 

and provides excellent Performance and Convergence 

Analysis Quality 

Artificial Intelligence Integration Platform in which 

Saltlux's excellent Ensemble Artificial Intelligence is 

integrated with the most advanced Machine Learning 

Technologies

Natural Language
Understanding

Knowledge Extraction

Dialogue Processing

Voice Processing Image Recognition

Deep QA

Data Collection

Recognition Analysis

Storage/Search

Informal Analysis Stream Analysis

Visual Analysis

Product

 Ensemble Artificial Intelligence Big Data Augmented Analytics  Ensemble Artificial Intelligence

Language Intelligence

Voice Intelligence

Consisting of the AI Cloud, ADAMS.ai and the Data 

Science Cloud, DataMixi.com, providing over 60 

functions

Visual Intelligence

Knowledge Graph

Data Science

Data Collection

DBMS capable of storing and analyzing Graph Data in 

network form, with the largest number of adoptions

in Korea

Data Conversion

Data Extraction

Graph Analysis

Graph Storage

Graph Query

Logical Reasoning

 Big Data Augmented Analytics
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English, Japanese, Vietnamese, Korean, etc.

Multilingual AI that supports  more than 7 languages  

30-Seconds Summary

Competitor
Analysis

Robot
Concierge

Intelligent 
Home/Robot

Medical 
Analysis/QA

AI Consulting Virtual
Secretary Service

Professional Legal and
 Financial Consultation

Tourist and Shopping 
Customer Guide
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Just four of us receive inquiries from 2,000 people.

It would be better to apply voice recognition to civil consultation at government offices.

How can we use accumulated data?

Inquiries are all similar. It would be great if someone else gave an answer instead.

Is ChatBot applicable in difficult stock-related consultations?

Why do customers want consultations after the closing hour?

A result of Saltlux's 20-year R&D investment, across four areas, including 
Language Intelligence, Voice Intelligence, Learning/Reasoning Intelligence and 
Visual Intelligence

Success  Stories

   NH Nonghyup Bank    KEPCO    KT

AI Callbot AI Interview Test,Chatbot Consultation ADAM QA service linkage

This is the first real-time face-to-face voice 
consultation service at call centers in domestic 
f inancial  companies,  and AI  provides a 
consultation service while having a voice 
conversation with a customer. AI recognizes and 
automatically answers a customer's question in 
real time through voice or connects to a consultant 
in charge automatically, maximizing business 

efficiency in comparison to the previous ARS.

KEPCO, which is ranked the No. 1 public enterprise 

preferred by job applicants, develops together 

with Saltlux HR-Bot that enables consultation 

regarding recruitment through AI. KEPCO processes 

recruitment inquiries that increase in number every 

recruitment season and deals with more than 20,000 

cases of document screening through the machine 

learning-based AI HR-Bot. The introduction of 

the HR-Bot enables consultation 24 hours a day, 

improving convenience for applicants, as well as the 

business efficiency of recruiters through automation 

of simple and repetitive business procedures. 

An answer based on knowledge graphs is 
presented for a user’s question through the linkage 
between deep a QA engine and KT GIGA Genie 
service <Speaker, TV>. Knowledge management 
for QA and real-time response service for user QA 
are provided using approximately more than 500 
million cases of knowledge and real-time user QA 

monitoring systems.

Application  Areas

Artificial Intelligence Customer Center

ChatBot customer reception

Deep Q&A

Voice recognition and synthesis

Voice dialog recognition and analysisBPO center intelligence

Personalization and content recommendation

Machine Translation in Expert Fields
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I can’t hug a stressed 
employee 
but I can take calls instead.
I am good at talking to 
humans.



National Security, Risk DetectionVOC Analysis, Issue Detection

A decision-making platform equipped with an engine for real-
time collection, storage, semantic search, recognition analysis and 
visualization of ultra-large-scale data

Application Areas

New Technology Sensing and KMS System Patent Information Semantic Search System Vital VOC Analysis Systems 

The Semantic technologies are applied in order 
to analyze and use internal technical documents 
and patented technologies of LG Electronics. 
The automatic similar patent recommendation 
and information clustering function has been 
implemented and this intelligent patent search 
system is based on 50 million documents in 
Korean, English and Japanese across 2,700 
classification categories. 

We have prepared the analysis system for composite 

application technologies, expressed as “Digital 

Conversions”, and established the new technology 

sensing and trend analysis system targeting 

technology patents and papers across the world as 

well as KMS documents from Samsung Electronics. 

The Saltlux engine reads approximately 50 million 

documents in Korean, English and Japanese and 

provides the technology search ranking status from 

a specific drawing in a form similar to the Billboard 

chart. Also, a topic extraction and automatic 

knowledge classification system through the 

keyword relationship analysis for a specific internal 

issue (product, technology, culture, etc.) has been 

established. 

Saltlux’s integrated Voice of Customers (VOC) 
analysis system analyzes in-coming data at call 
centers in real time. 
This system can contribute to the identification of 
hidden customers’ needs and the establishment 
of customer-oriented management policies by 
extracting and analyzing indexes, issues and 
topics that are helpful to customer satisfaction 
activities from various angles. 

  LG Electronics   Hanwha Group

National Big Data Platform

New Technology Sensing, Analysis and Prediction

Semantic Search, Informal Analysis

Real-time stream data analysis

  Samsung Electronics

Success  Stories

Yesterday, two competing 
companies requested the 
same service.
No problem. But I do wonder 
how humans would’ve handled 
this tricky situation.

I wish to upgrade a little further the big data analysis that I'm using currently.

Is it possible to extract text, images, or table classifications from a document?

I would like to gain insight into product planning from external social data.

500,000 VOC data … How can we use such data for company business?

What if the search system is improved to become an intelligent search system?

It would be great if it was possible to integrate documents that had been distributed...

Data Integration Open Data
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Humans love 
collecting things
even though they have no idea 
what to do with them.

We are currently reviewing the introduction of in-company AI and we need natural language processing.

Can we establish medical data in a knowledge graph?

If we can integrate and use knowledge data accumulated for 30 years,

We can search for and extract information from data in papers.

Is there any way to switch from simple search to intelligent search?

We are planning for a product curation service from the consultation records and results.

Database system provides conversion, storage, reasoning, queries, 

and intelligence analysis of graph data

Application Areas

Intelligent Consultation System Intelligent Crime Preventio  Cooperation 
System

Development of LOD-based Customized IP-
Biz  Information Sharing Platform 

Saltlux introduced an AI consultation system 
and virtual counseling assistant services to the 
Japanese financial and aviation industries, and 
commercialized AI technologies, such as machine 
learning, knowledge reasoning, and deep Q&A. 
The introduction of an AI consultation system 
prevented customer churn, allowed the system 
to solve problems on its own, improved customer 
satisfaction, enhanced corporate image, increased 
operating profits, and increased customer 
satisfaction.

The Supreme Prosecutors' Office judged that there 
was a limit to preventing crimes in the long term 
using only temporary manpower and budget input 
and the organizational crime prevention system. In 
order to solve such limits, 
Saltlux carried out criminal analysis of 800 semi-
structured and non-structured text, voice, video 
and image data through text mining and content 
classification. Saltlux drew hidden meanings, 
such as criminal motives, methods, processes 
and behavior patterns, and contributed to the 
establishment of a scientific system, such as 
scientific investigation support, establishment of a 

criminal policy and crime prevention. 

It was carried out in order to open knowledge property 

information (IP) such as patents and transaction 

technologies scattered inside and outside of the 

Korean Intellectual Property Office and business 

(Biz) information such as policies, technologies and 

market trends and provide customized service for 

each product. An information channel that can be 

used in linkage with a variety of business information 

possessed by other government departments and 

public institutions based on the intellectual property 

right information

possessed by Korean Intellectual Property Office 

was established. Convenient functions from users’ 

viewpoints that allow employees in small and medium 

enterprises and start-up companies to obtain 

information promptly and conveniently are provided.

  ANA   Supreme Prosecutors' Office   Korean Intellectual Property Office

Success Stories

Intelligent Knowledge Management Consultation System Content Recommendation and Properties Management

Very Large-Scale Knowledge Storage and Reasoning Knowledge Network Analysis System
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Can I discover the reputation of my company through social data analysis?

Is emotion analysis available using quantitative data from the news?

It would be convenient if web crawling of finance-related keywords was carried out.

I want to know the risk to my business in advance.

Should data analysis and visualization for experts be performed by people?

I wish someone else could perform the exchange rate monitoring, diagnosis and analysis

that I do every day.

The Open Service Platform on which AI and big data analysis functions can 

be used in a cloud environment

Collection of External Data from Multiple 
Channels

Real-time Company Information and 
Monitoring Service

Development and Planning of an Insurance 
Product for a Specific Target

Hyundai Motor Company had three goals, 
including the determination of customers’ needs, 
acquisition of market trend information, and 
real-time monitoring of potential risks through 
the real-time collection of external data from 
multiple channels. To achieve such goals, Saltlux 
constructed an exclusive real-time data collection 
infrastructure and collected data from automotive 
message boards, cafés, websites, keyword-
based data, and data from other custom websites, 
including Facebook, YouTube,Instagram and 
Twitter. The relevant data was provided in a form 
that can be used immediately by customers 
through filtering, normalization and semi-
automatic quality verification.

The collection of huge social media and SNS 
data, analysis and visualization of such data are 
necessary means and goals for gaining insights 
regarding a specific company. Saltlux provides 
real-time company information and competitors 
monitoring service based on social data from 
more than 15 billion cases. The analysis functions, 
including trend analysis, keyword comparison 
and analysis, related keyword analysis, emotion 
analysis and dictionary management were 
provided. An important result in the company 
analysis and monitoring was provided based on 
such functions

Saltlux intends to develop an insurance product 
that can attract the attention of specific customers 
through convergence analysis and cognitive 
analysis of structured and non-structured data. 
Saltlux’s social big data collection and analysis 
service by age bracket and gender was used for 
establishing an insurance product strategy for AIA 
Group Limited. Social data search, trend analysis, 
automatic related subject analysis and topic 
analysis technology in the news category were 
provided. 

  Hyundai Motor Company   PwC   AIA Group Limited

On average,
730,000 tons of cereal are 
consumed every day.

Humans really love cereal.

Application Areas

Success Stories

Big data collection and curation Social big data recognition and analysis service

AI Open APIs Service Data science SaaS service
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Headquarters  /  Saltlux, Inc.

3~5F, 538, Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea, 06147

marketing@saltlux.com       +82-2-2193-1600

USA   /   Trinion America, Inc.

8880 Rio San Diego Drive, Suite 350, San Diego, CA 92108

sungchul.kim@trinion.com ,  thadlee.sd@gmail.com       +1-619-299-0008

Vietnam    /    Saltlux Technology

Room 806, 315 Truong Chinh S., Thanh Xuan D., Hanoi, Vietnam

quangntta@saltlux.com      +84-3-562-5941& 1,500 More

Client & Partner Contact
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Nice to
meet you.
I am the best AI 
in the world. 
At  least, that’s my opinion.


